## Courses by Division
As part of the IDEAs in Action General Education curriculum, all students must take at least one general education course in each of the three major divisions of the College of Arts and Sciences:

1. Humanities and Fine Arts
2. Mathematics and Natural Sciences
3. Social and Behavioral Sciences

The courses may come from any of these requirements:

- FY-Seminar/FY-Launch
- Focus Capacity
- Research and Discovery
- High Impact Experience

### Code | Description | Division
--- | --- | ---
ENGL | English | Humanities and Fine Arts
HIST | History | Social and Behavioral Sciences
POLI | Political Science | Social and Behavioral Sciences

### Humanities and Fine Arts

### Code | Description | Division
--- | --- | ---
ENGL | English | Humanities and Fine Arts
ARTH | Art History | Humanities and Fine Arts

### Mathematics and Natural Sciences

### Code | Description | Division
--- | --- | ---
MATH | Mathematics | Mathematics and Natural Sciences
PHYS | Physics | Mathematics and Natural Sciences

### Social and Behavioral Sciences

### Code | Description | Division
--- | --- | ---
HIST | History | Social and Behavioral Sciences
POLI | Political Science | Social and Behavioral Sciences